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GRADE 6 ENGLISH READING COMPREHENSION 1
Look at this information.

(6 marks)

CRIMEA
Crimea, sometimes also called The Crimea,
is a peninsula in the Black Sea. The

peninsula separates the Black Sea from the
Sea of Azov. Crimea has a surface of

26,081 square kilometres and about 2.4
million people live there.
The Ottoman Empire had the peninsula for
a long time. In the 18th century the

Russian Empire took control. The Crimean War was fought here.
Crimea was part of Russia until the Soviet Union gave it to Ukraine in 1954. Ukraine
gave it a limited self-rule as an autonomous republic. The seat of the government is
Simferopol, which is also the biggest city. Other major cities are Sevastopol and
Kerch. In March 2014, an independent Republic of Crimea was proclaimed and
quickly joined the Russian Federation.

CRIMEAN WAR
The Crimean War was fought between 1853 and 1856 and sometimes is also called
the Eastern War. It was a war fought between Russia on one side, and France, the

United Kingdom, the Kingdom of Sardinia and the Ottoman Empire on the other side.
Most of the fighting happened in the Crimean Peninsula, with other fighting in
western Turkey, and around the Baltic Sea.

The Crimean War is sometimes called the first
“modern” war, since the weaponry and

tactics used had never been seen before and
affected all other wars after it. It was also the
first war where a telegraph was used to

quickly give information to a newspaper.
Adapted from Crimea Facts for Kids and Crimean War
Facts for Kids, Kiddle Encyclopedia.
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St Vladimir’s Cathedral, dedicated to the Heroes of
Sevastopol who fought during the Crimean War.
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A. Give a short answer to each question:

(½ mark each)

1.

In which sea can you find the Crimean Peninsula?

______________________

2.

How many people live in the Crimea?

______________________

3.

Which empire took control in the 18th century?

______________________

4.

In which year was Crimea given to Ukraine?

______________________

5.

Which is the biggest city in Crimea?

______________________

6.

Name one of the other major cities in Crimea.

______________________

B. Tick: True (T), False (F) or No Information Given (NIG)

(½ mark each)

T

F

NIG

1 The Crimean War was fought between 1853 and 1856.
2 Sometimes it is also called the Eastern War.
3 In the war Russia and France fought on the same side.
4 Millions of soldiers died in the Crimean war.
5 The fighting took place only on the Crimean Peninsula
6 The telegraph was used for the first time during a war.
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THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL MARSA
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GRADE 6 ENGLISH READING COMPREHENSION 2
SECTION 1

LADY WITH A LAMP

(10 marks)

Florence Nightingale was a nurse. In 1854 she went to south Russia
to look after the British men who had been injured in the Crimean
War. This is the story of what she found when she got there.
(paragraph 1)
“I told you so!” The doctor stood still and took his
companion’s arm. “That woman thinks she’s going to run the whole
place!” he said furiously. “Just listen to her.” (paragraph 2)

Ahead of them, Florence had stopped at the entrance to one of the biggest wards.
Inside there were many soldiers, many of them still in uniforms they had been wearing
on the battlefield. (paragraph 3)

“Why are all these men lying on the floors?” she demanded.
The doctors, who were taking her round the hospital before she set her nurses to

work, shrugged their shoulders. “What can we do? There are not enough beds for the
officers, not to speak of the ordinary soldiers!” (paragraph 4)
“They will die of cold, even if they don’t die of wounds.”

“I’m afraid you’re quite right, Miss Nightingale. But we can’t do anything about it.
There aren’t enough blankets to keep them warm, and we can’t get any more.”
“What about operations?”
“We have to do them in the wards, of course.”
Florence shuddered. “With all the rest of the sick men looking on?” (paragraph 5)
“Certainly. There are not enough rooms for the men who are sick. We have none
to spare for operating-theatres.” The doctor who was speaking looked helpless. “There
aren’t even any operating-tables. We have to use ordinary ones. Ever since the war
began we have been making do with what we can get.” He turned back into the
corridor. “I will not have you arguing with me in front of those men, Miss
Nightingale.” (paragraph 6)
“Have you enough anaesthetics?”
“Anaesthetics? We have none at all. When a man has his leg cut off he simply has
to grin and bear it.” (paragraph 7)
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A. Tick: True (T), False (F) or No Information Given (NIG)

(½ mark each)

T

F

NIG

1 The doctors were happy when Florence Nightingale arrived.
2 Florence Nightingale did not travel to Crimea on her own.
3 Three doctors served in the hospital.
4 The hospital was warm and cosy.
5 In the hospital there was only one ward.
6 There were not enough blankets in the hospital.
7 A lot of soldiers were injured in the Crimean War.
8 There were about 50 soldiers in each ward.
B.

Underline the best answer.

1.

Florence Nightingale was a (doctor, nurse, patient).

2.

The hospital that Florence went to was a (British, Russian, Crimean) hospital.

3.

The discussion with the doctors happened (outside, near, inside) the hospital.

4.

The hospital was lacking (a bed, many things, a few things).

C.

Answer these questions

1.

Why were many soldiers in the hospital on the floor?

(½ mark each)

(1 mark each)

_____________________________________________________________
2.

What were most of the soldiers wearing in the hospital?
_____________________________________________________________

3.

Why were operations done in the wards?
_____________________________________________________________

4.

Why did the doctor turn back into the corridor (paragraph 6)?
_____________________________________________________________
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SECTION 2

(14 marks)

Florence stopped in the middle of the wet, dirty corridor. Her beautiful face was
white. She controlled her voice when she spoke, but it beat about the doctors like a

whip. “I have never heard anything so disgraceful in my life. Why is everything in this

state?” she demanded. “Why are there no anaesthetics? Why aren’t the wards and the

corridors scrubbed? Why haven’t these wounded men got clean clothes? Why must they
lie in the filthy uniforms and muddy blankets they wore in the battlefields?”
(paragraph 8)

The doctors waited for their chief to answer. When he did so his voice, too, was

calm, though he looked as red as the uniform he wore. “Miss Nightingale,” he said, “you
are a woman. You know nothing about war or about the army. That is why we didn’t
want you or your nurses here. We knew you would do nothing but criticise. It is

impossible to expect women to put up with conditions like these. I admit that. We’re

used to it. You’d better get your nurses together and take the first ship back to England
that you can find.” He turned on his heel, and began to walk away, but Florence’s next
words brought him to a stop. (paragraph 9)
“I am not going back to England,” she said clearly. “And I do not intend to put up

with these conditions. I have been sent by the Government to supervise the nursing of
the wounded and sick men, and I am going to start now.”

“But…” began the doctor, while his colleagues stared at her. (paragraph 10)
“Have you any soldiers who can scrub floors?” she asked, without waiting for him
to finish.
“Scrub? Yes, I suppose so. But we haven’t any scrubbing brushes.” (paragraph 11)
“And no money to buy any,” put in another doctor. “That’s why there is all this
confusion. That’s why there are no blankets or operating-tables. The Army won’t give
us any money to buy them.” (paragraph 12)

Florence’s answer took their breath away. “I have the money, gentlemen,” she

said. “We won’t worry about the Army.” (paragraph 13)
“But …” began one of the officers again.

Florence cut in on his question. “Don’t you realise that people in England have

been giving money to provide comforts for these men? And that I collected a great deal
myself?” She did not tell them she had £30,000 to spend as she found necessary. “I

want two or three men to come with me into Constantinople to buy scrubbing brushes.
Two hundred should be enough to begin with, don’t you think?” (paragraph 14)
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D.

Underline the best answer from the brackets.

1.

Florence Nightingale spoke in a (soft, calm, rough) voice.

2.

The doctor said that they (had, did not have, saved) enough money to buy stuff.

3.

The doctor suggested that Florence should (stay, not stay, escape) there.

4.

The first things that Florence was going to buy were (scrubbing brushes, blankets,

E.

Pick ONE word from Section 2 to fill in the blanks:

1.

The chief doctor said that women did not know about _________________.

2.

The nurses travelled to Crimea by _________________.

3.

Florence Nightingale asked for some _________________ to scrub the floor.

4.

Florence _________________ a lot of money from the people in England.

F.

Answer these questions:

1.

Find from paragraph 8 two adjectives that mean the same?

(½ mark each)

uniforms).

(½ mark each)

(1 mark each)

_________________ and _________________.
2.

What colour was the chief doctor’s uniform?
_____________________________________________________________

3.

Who sent Florence and the other nurses to Crimea?
_____________________________________________________________

4.

Who did Florence get the money from?
_____________________________________________________________

5.

What did Florence suggest to do first?
_____________________________________________________________
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NOW, ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS ABOUT BOTH SECTIONS
G. Match column A with Column B to make correct sentences. The first one is done
for you as an example.

(½ mark each)

COLUMN A

COLUMN B

1

A group of nurses

were in the hospital wards.

2

The hospital

had £30,000 to spend.

3

Many soldiers

without anaesthetics.

4

Operations were done

5

The people of England

was in a disgraceful state.

6

Florence Nightingale

were to be bought from Constantinople.

7

The brushes

donated a lot of money for the hospital.

1

travelled from England to Crimea.

H.

Answer these questions

1.

Mention two things that the hospital was not doing well.

(1 mark each)

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
2.

In your opinion, do you think that Florence Nightingale managed to improve the
hospital’s condition? What makes you think so?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
END OF THE READING COMPREHENSION PAPER
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